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a b s t r a c t
This paper shows that the generalized finite element method with global–local enrichment
functions (GFEMgl) can be implemented non-intrusively in existing closed-source FEM soft-
ware as an add-on module. The GFEMgl is based on the solution of interdependent global
(structural) and local (crack) scale problems. In the approach presented here, an initial glo-
bal scale problem is solved by a commercial finite element analysis software, local prob-
lems containing 3-D fractures are solved by an hp-adaptive GFEM software and an
enriched global scale problem is solved by a combination of the FEM and GFEM softwares.
The interactions between the solvers are limited to the exchange of load and solution vec-
tors and does not require the introduction of user subroutines to existing FEM software. As
a results, the user can benefit from built-in features of available commercial grade FEM
software while adding the benefits of the GFEM for this class of problems. Several three-
dimensional fracture mechanics problems aimed at investigating the applicability and
accuracy of the proposed two-solver methodology are presented.
 2012 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Several industries, ranging from aeronautical to automotive to gas and oil, have the need for simple, robust and accurate
computational tools to perform fracture analyses of complex 3-D structures. Finite element methods available in commercial
software face several difficulties in solving this class of problems. The discretization of 3-D cracks in complex structures is in
general labor intensive and leads to high computational costs, in particular when several crack configurations must be ana-
lyzed as in the case of crack growth simulations or multi-site damage analyses. In most finite element software, the analysis
is carried out by local remeshing. This may be difficult to automate in cases involving changes in crack topology or surface
breaking cracks near complex geometrical features. Mapping of finite element solutions between meshes may also lead to
severe loss of accuracy. The global–local or sub-modeling procedure in the FEM can address some of these issues but it may
also lead to large errors in computed fracture mechanics quantities [30].
The Generalized or eXtended FEM (G/XFEM) [5] greatly facilitates the discretization of complex 3-D fractures but their
accuracy is dependent on the approximation properties of analytically derived enrichment functions. The intersection of a
3-D crack front with the boundary of the domain creates singularities of a type that is dependent on the angle between
the crack front and the domain boundary. Thus, the singularity is not necessarily of the type
ffiffi
r
p
as commonly assumed in
the G/XFEM. Away from these intersection points, the elastic solution can be presented as an asymptotic series of eigen-pairs
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Nomenclature
XG global problem domain
(xa, ya, za) coordinates of node xa
xa support of ua
t prescribed traction on @XrG
u prescribed displacements on @XuG
KI normalized mode I stress intensity factor
b vertex node in a FE mesh
n^ outward unit normal vector to oXL
B0 strain–displacement matrix computed from shape functions in N0
Bgl strain–displacement matrix computed from shape functions in Ngl
BE strain–displacement matrix of the enriched global problem
D material stiffness matrix
F0 load vector for initial global problem
Fgl load vector computed from shape functions in Ngl
K0 global stiffness matrix of the initial global problem
K0,gl, Kgl,0 stiffness matrix representing the coupling between the initial global and crack (local) scale discretizations
Kgl stiffness matrix computed from shape functions in Ngl
L matrix of differential operators
n unit normal vector to @XrG
N0 matrix with shape functions used in coarse scale FEM discretization X0(X)
Ngl matrix with GFEM shape functions computed from global–local enrichments
NE matrix with shape functions for enriched global problem
S0,gl matrix of pseudo-solutions
t u0G
 
traction vector computed using u0G
ugl crack scale solution from global–local enrichments
uhp GFEM approximation of displacement field
uhpa local approximation of displacement field
u0G finite element solution of initial global problem
uEG solution of enriched global problem
uL solution of local problem
v0G virtual displacement for initial global problem
vEG test functions for enriched global problem
vL virtual displacement for local problem
xa node in a finite element mesh
X0GðXGÞ discretization of H10ðXGÞ using standard FEM shape functions
XEGðXGÞ solution space X0GðXGÞ enriched with GFEM shape functions
XhpL ðXLÞ discretization of H1(XL) using GFEM shape functions
va(xa) local approximation space
I
nlay¼m
S indices of all clouds from the global mesh that intersect the local domain
g penalty parameter for local problembKji reference stress intensity factor value for mode i at the crack front point jbU reference strain energy value
j spring stiffness for local problem
ugl degrees of freedom associated with shape functions in Ngl
uE degrees of freedom associated with shape functions in NE
uai nodal degrees of freedom
~u0 degrees of freedom associated with shape functions in N0
Xnlay¼mL local domain containing ‘‘m’’ layer of elements around crack surface S
xb cloud of union of global elements sharing vertex node b in a FE mesh
XL local problem domain
@/@x,@/@y,@/@z partial derivatives with respect to x, y and z, respectively
oXG boundary of global domain
@XrG boundary of global domain with prescribed tractions
@XuG boundary of global domain with prescribed displacements
oXL boundary of local domain
/ai GFEM shape function
s a finite element
~u0 coarse scale solution from FEM discretization X0(X)
ua partition of unity function
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(the well known 2-D eigen-pairs) and the associated edge stress intensity functions. However, as opposed to planar elastic
problems, each of the eigen-pairs is accompanied by an infinite number of shadow functions with an increasing exponential
order [10]. Due to the complex nature of the 3-D solution, 2-D expansions of the elasticity solution are used as enrichment
functions for 3-D cracks in finite size domains [15,39,56]. As a consequence, a sufficiently fine mesh must be used around the
crack front to achieve acceptable accuracy. In the hp-adaptive GFEM presented in [44–46] mesh refinement and enrichment
are done in the global discretization of a problem, in the same spirit as in the standard FEM. This offsets some of the attrac-
tive features of the G/XFEM and adds computational complexity to their implementation in available FEM software.
In this paper, we use the generalized finite element method with global–local enrichment functions (GFEMgl) proposed in
[31] to overcome these limitations. A key feature of this GFEM is that the so-called global–local enrichments are hierarchi-
cally added to an existing, possibly coarse, finite element discretization. As a result, it can be implemented non-intrusively in
existing closed-source FEM software as an add-on module. In the approach presented here, an initial global scale problem is
solved by a commercial finite element analysis software like Abaqus [1], local problems containing 3-D fractures are solved
by an hp-adaptive GFEM software and an enriched global scale problem is solved by a combination of the FEM and GFEM
solvers. The interactions between the solvers are limited to the exchange of load and solution vectors. In this paper, we de-
scribe this two-solvermethodology and demonstrate that it does not require the introduction of user subroutines to existing
FEM software while delivering accurate results on coarse 3-D finite element meshes. As a results, the user can benefit from
built-in features of available commercial grade FEM software while adding the benefits of the GFEM for this class of prob-
lems. Furthermore, no modifications of available uncracked finite element meshes are needed thus, model preparation times
for the proposed two-solver methodology are short. This work demonstrates this non-intrusive algorithm of the GFEMgl in
Abaqus [1]. However, the proposed approach can also be used with other methods able to analyze 3-D fractures effectively,
like the boundary element method, and can be implemented in most available FEM softwares.
The proposed two-solver algorithm for the GFEMgl delivers the same solution and therefore accuracy, as in the single-sol-
ver case presented in [31]. The implementation of the single-solver algorithm requires several non-trivial modifications of
existing Finite Element solvers such as adaptive mesh refinement and GFEM type shape functions. The proposed algorithm
effectively introduce GFEM and hp-refinement capabilities to an existing Finite Element Analysis (FEA) platform without any
code modifications. The methodology also allows the use of built-in features in both FEA and GFEM softwares. This is a sig-
nificant advantage from the practical point of view over the single-solver approach presented in [31].
In recent years several researchers have proposed approaches for the implementation of the G/XFEM in commercial FEA
software. Bordas et al. [6,7] proposed a combination of an object oriented XFEM C++ code interfaced with EDS-PLM/I-DEAS
software for damage tolerance assessment of complex three-dimensional industrial components. Sukumar and Prevost
implemented the XFEM in Dynaflow [55]. In Shi et al. [54] a 3-D XFEM toolkit for Abaqus [1] is presented which is developed
and validated by a suite of benchmark problems. Their implementation is based on the user element library (UEL) capabil-
ities provided by Abaqus. Gendre et al. [23,24] proposed a non-intrusive methodology with Abaqus based on approximations
of the Schur complement of local degrees of freedom. Their methodology focus on problems with localized plasticity. Rank
et al. [19,34,51] proposed a methodology to implement hierarchical enrichments like the s-version of the FEM [21] in a
bF gl load vector for the computation of ugl.bK gl Schur complement of K0
a crack size
DL number of enrichment functions at node
er relative error in discrete L2 norm
er(KI) relative error in stress intensity factor KI
er(U) relative error in strain energy
H10ðXGÞ a Hilbert space of functions that are zero on the boundary @XuG
ha scaling factor
J Jacobian of the global element across the local boundary where the spring boundary conditions are imposed
Kji computed stress intensity factor value for mode i at the crack front point j
Le maximum element size along the crack front
Lai enrichment function
N number of nodes in finite element mesh
n number of spatial dimensions of the problem
Next number of extraction points along the crack front
Q geometry factor for penny shaped crack
r crack radius for surface crack
S crack surface
T tensile traction
U computed strain energy value
V0 volume of the master element
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close-source FEM software. However we are not aware of its actual implementation as of this writing. Nistor et al. [40]
implemented the XFEM in an explicit FEM code for dynamic crack analysis using an object oriented framework. Giner
et al. [25,26] proposed an Abaqus implementation of 2-D XFEM aimed at the simulation of fretting fracture crack propaga-
tion. We can also mention the Abaqus implementations of Lua et al. [36] for curvilinear crack growth and life prediction
based on XFEM; Xu and Yuan [64,65] for mixed-mode fatigue crack growth in quasi-brittle materials; and the XFEM toolkit
of Shi et al. [53] for automated crack onset and crack growth prediction. These implementations are based on user element
libraries added to Abaqus.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows: Section 2 describes the target problems considered. In Sections 3 and 4 the
main concepts of the GFEM and the GFEMgl are summarized. Details of the proposed two-solver methodology are described
in Section 5. The versatility and accuracy of the method are demonstrated in Section 7 where several 3-D fracture mechanics
problems are solved. Finally we close with concluding remarks in Section 8.
2. Problem description
Consider a cracked domain XG ¼ XG [ @XG in R3 as illustrated in Fig. 1. The boundary is decomposed as @XG ¼ @XuG [ @XrG
with @XuG \ @XrG ¼ ;. The crack surface S  @XrG is assumed to be traction-free.
We consider the linear elasticity problem on this domain. The equilibrium equations are given by
r  r ¼ 0 in XG; ð1Þ
where r is the Cauchy stress tensor. The following boundary conditions are prescribed on @XG
u ¼ u on @XuG r  n ¼ t on @XrG; ð2Þ
where n is the outward unit normal vector to @XrG and t and u are prescribed tractions and displacements, respectively.
Without loss of generality, we assume hereafter that u ¼ 0. The constitutive relations are given by the generalized Hooke’s
law,
r ¼ C : e; ð3Þ
where C is Hooke’s tensor. The kinematic relations are given by
e ¼ rsu in XG; ð4Þ
where e is the linear strain tensor and rs is the symmetric part of the gradient operator.
We seek to find an approximation to the solution u of the problem defined by Eqs. (1)–(4) using a FEM implemented in a
commercial code like Abaqus [1], and a GFEM implemented in a research code.
3. The generalized FEM: main concepts
The generalized finite element method (GFEM) is an instance of the Partition of Unity Method (PUM). Its inception can be
traced back to the works of Babuška et al. [2,3,37] and Duarte and Oden [11,16–18,41]. In this class of methods, discretization
spaces for a Galerkin method are defined using the concept of a partition of unity. The Lagrangian finite element shape
Fig. 1. The linear elastic fracture mechanics problem in 3-D.
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functionsua, a = 1, . . . , N, in a finite element mesh with N nodes constitute a partition of unity, i.e.,
PN
a¼1uaðxÞ ¼ 1 for all x in
a domain X covered by the finite element mesh.
The GFEM denotes a PUM with the partition of unity provided by Lagrangian finite element shape functions. The same
method is also known as the eXtended FEM (XFEM) [4,38]. A recent review of Generalized/eXtended FEMs along with a brief
history of their developments can be found in [5,22]. The Finite Cover Method [59] and the Manifold method [52] also share
many similarities with the GFEM.
A shape function, /ai, in the GFEM is computed from the product of a Lagrangian shape function, ua, and an enrichment
function, Lai,
/aiðxÞ ¼ uaðxÞLaiðxÞ ðno summation on aÞ ð5Þ
where a is a node in the finite element mesh. Linear combinations of the GFEM shape functions /ai, a = 1, . . . , N, can repre-
sent exactly any enrichment function Lai [11,17]. Fig. 2 outlines the construction of GFEM shape functions.
Several enrichment functions can be hierarchically added to any node a in a finite element mesh. Thus, if DL is the number
of enrichment functions at node a, the GFEM approximation, uhp, of a vector field u can be written as
uhpðxÞ ¼
XN
a¼1
XDL
i¼1
uai/aiðxÞ ¼
XN
a¼1
XDL
i¼1
uaiuaðxÞLaiðxÞ ¼
XN
a¼1
uaðxÞ
XDL
i¼1
uaiLaiðxÞ ¼
XN
a¼1
uaðxÞuhpa ðxÞ ð6Þ
where uai, a = 1, . . . , N, i = 1, . . . , DL, are nodal degrees of freedom and uhpa ðxÞ is an approximation of u defined on
xa = {x 2X:ua(x)– 0}, the support of the partition of unity function ua. In the case of a finite element partition of unity,
the support xa (often called a cloud) is given by the union of the finite elements sharing a vertex node xa [14]. The equation
above shows that the global GFEM approximation uhp(x) is built by pasting together cloud-wise approximations
uhpa ;a ¼ 1; . . . ;N, using a partition of unity. This approximation can be used, for example, in a variational principle like the
Principle of Virtual Work to find approximate solutions to boundary and initial value problems.
The cloud-wise approximations uhpa ; a ¼ 1; . . . ;N, belong to spaces vaðxaÞ ¼ spanfLaigDLi¼1 defined on the supports xa,
a = 1, . . . ,N. A-priori knowledge about the behavior of the function u over the cloud xa is used when selecting enrichment
or basis functions for a particular space va(xa). We refer to [8,14,15,27,39,44,45,56,57] and the references therein, for details
on the selection of these functions for the case 3-D linear elastic fracture mechanics problems like those considered in this
paper.
In the absence of cracks, polynomial enrichment functions can be used. Consider the case of a linear partition of unity
provided by four-node tetrahedral elements (TET4). Let s denote an element with nodes a = 1, 2, 3, 4. Quadratic GFEM shape
functions for this element are given by [14]
Fig. 2. Construction of a generalized FEM shape function using a discontinuous (a) and an oscillatory enrichment (b). Here, ua are the functions at the top,
the enrichment functions, Lai, are the functions in the middle, and the generalized FE shape functions, /ai, are the resulting bottom functions.
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ua  1;
x xa
ha
;
y ya
ha
;
z za
ha
 
a ¼ 1;2;3;4 ð7Þ
where (xa, ya, za) are the coordinates of node xa and ha is an scaling factor [14]. A comparison between the performance of
this element and standard ten-node quadratic tetrahedral elements (TET10) is presented in [14]. Both types of elements are
used in the numerical experiments presented in Section 7. Cubic and higher order GFEM shape functions are built using the
same procedure [14].
If the enrichment functions La1 = 1, a = 1, . . . , N, the GFEM approximation given by (6) can be written as
uhpðxÞ ¼
XN
a¼1
XDL
i¼1
uaiuaðxÞLaiðxÞ ¼
XN
a¼1
uaðxÞ ua1 þ
XDL
i¼2
uaiLaiðxÞ
" #
¼
XN
a¼1ua1uaðxÞ|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
standard FEM approx:
þ
XN
a¼1
XDL
i¼2uaiuaðxÞLaiðxÞ|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
GFEM enrichment
ð8Þ
This clearly shows the hierarchical nature of a GFEM approximation. This property enables the solution of problems involv-
ing more than one spatial scale of interest using a standard FEM and a GFEM solver as described later on in this paper.
4. Solution of fracture mechanics problems using global–local enrichments
In [12,13,31] we present a global–local approach to build enrichment functions for the generalized FEM. This approach is
based on the solution of the interdependent global and local scale problems. The local problems focus on the solution of a
boundary value problems defined in the neighborhood of 3-D cracks while the global problem approximates the macro or
structural scale behavior of an uncracked domain. This so-called GFEM with global–local enrichment functions is hereafter
denoted GFEMgl. In the formulation presented in this section, the global problem is solved by a commercially available FE
software while local problems are solved using a GFEM software capable of performing automatic mesh refinement and
enrichment, hereafter denoted hp-GFEM [44,45]. The interactions between the two solvers are described in Section 5. The
proposed methodology enables modeling of small cracks on coarse, uncracked, global meshes.
4.1. Formulation of structural scale problem
Let u0G denote the standard FEM solution of the problem described in Section 2 but without cracks. This is hereafter de-
noted as the initial global problem. The approximation u0G is the solution of the following problem:
Find u0G 2 X0GðXGÞ  H10ðXGÞ such that, 8 v0G 2 X0GðXGÞZ
XG
r u0G
 
: e v0G
 
dx ¼
Z
@XrG
t  v0Gds ð9Þ
where X0GðXGÞ is a discretization of H10ðXGÞ, a Hilbert space of functions that are zero on the boundary @XuG. The discretization
is defined using standard FEM shape functions available in a commercial software like Abaqus [1]. Accurate solutions can be
computed using quasi uniform meshes like the one shown in Fig. 3 since no cracks are considered in the initial global
problem.
4.2. Formulation of crack scale local problem
In the GFEMgl, a local boundary value problem is defined in a neighborhood XL of each crack in the global domain XG.
These local problems are solved using the solution of the initial global problem u0G as boundary conditions on
oXLn(oXL \ oXG), the portion of the local boundary that does not intersect the boundary of the global problem. The statement
of the principle of virtual work for a local problem is given by.
Find uL 2 XhpL ðXLÞ  H1ðXLÞ such that, 8 vL 2 XhpL ðXLÞZ
XL
rðuLÞ : eðvLÞdxþ g
Z
@XL\@XuG
uL  vLdsþ j
Z
@XLnð@XL\@XGÞ
uL  vLds
¼
Z
@XL\@XrG
t  vLdsþ
Z
@XLnð@XL\@XGÞ
t u0G
 þ ju0G   vLds ð10Þ
where XhpL ðXLÞ is a discretization of H1(XL) using the GFEM shape functions presented in [31,44,45] combined with automatic
mesh refinement and enrichment. This hp-GFEM allows the solution of local problems using meshes that do not fit the crack
surface as illustrated in Figs. 6 and 7. Details can be found in Section 3.2 of [44]. The partition of unity used in the local prob-
lems is provided by linear TET4 elements (see also Section 6).
The parameter g in (10) is a penalty parameter based on the Young’s modulus and the Jacobian of the elements with a face
on the portion of the local boundary with prescribed displacements. The penalty method is used in our implementation of
the hp-GFEM due to its simplicity and generality. Other methods to impose Dirichlet boundary conditions can be used as
well.
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A key aspect of the GFEMgl is the use of the global solution u0G to prescribe boundary conditions on oXLn(oXL \ oXG). The
traction vector, t u0G
 
, that appears in the integral over oXLn(oXL \ oXG) is computed from the coarse scale solution using
Cauchy’s relation, i.e.,
t u0G
  ¼ n^  r u0G  ¼ n^  C : e u0G   ð11Þ
with n^ the outward unit normal vector to oXL. The parameter j is a spring stiffness defined on oXLn(oXL \ oXG).
Different types of boundary conditions can be prescribed on oXLn(oXL \ oXG) depending on the selected spring stiffness j
[31]. If the value of j is set to zero Neumann boundary conditions are enforced. If, however, a large value is assigned to j,
displacement boundary conditions are prescribed. Intermediate values for j lead to spring or Robin boundary conditions.
Numerical experiments presented in [31] show that any value of j comparable to, or larger than the stiffness of the body
is acceptable and provides global–local enrichment functions with good approximation properties. The following spring stiff-
ness j is recommended for linear elasticity problems in [31]
j ¼ Effiffiffiffiffiffiffi
V0Jn
p ð12Þ
where E is the Young’s modulus, n is the number of spatial dimensions of the problem, V0 is the volume of the master ele-
ment and J is the Jacobian of the global element across the local boundary where the spring boundary conditions are im-
posed. Details about the effect of different boundary condition types and spring stiffness values can be found in [31].
The local problem defined in (10) can be computed by a research hp-GFEM code while the initial global solution u0G can be
computed by a commercial FE software. This is just an example of the well known global–local analysis [20] with local solu-
tions computed by a GFEM instead of the standard FEM. As such, the local solution may have large errors due to the use of
inexact boundary conditions on oXLn(oXL \ oXG). It turns out that the local solution uL can be used as enrichment functions
for the global problem while not requiring any modifications to existing commercial FE software. These ideas are explored in
the next sessions. Hereafter, the procedure used to compute uL is denoted by GL-FEM.
4.3. Global–local enrichment functions and enriched global problem
The solution uL of the local problem defined in (10) can be used to build generalized FEM shape functions for the coarse
global mesh. Eq. (5) is used with the partition of unity function, ua, provided by the global finite element mesh and the
enrichment function given by uL, i.e.,
/aðxÞ ¼ uaðxÞuLðxÞ ð13Þ
Initial global solution as
BCs for local problem 
Computed with Abaqus
Local solution
Pseudo loads
Pseudo solutions
Computed with AbaqusInitial global uncracked domain
Enriched global solution
Get quantities of interest
Fig. 3. Illustration of the non-intrusive two-solver algorithm for the analysis of three-dimensional fractures. The global problem is solved by a general
purpose FE software while a GFEM code handles the approximation in the neighborhood of fractures.
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Hereafter, uL is denoted a global–local enrichment function and the global problem enriched with these functions is denoted
an enriched global problem. The formulation of this problem is given by
Find uEG 2 XEGðXGÞ  H10ðXGÞ such that, 8 vEG 2 XEGðXGÞZ
XG
r uEG
 
: e vEG
 
dx ¼
Z
@XrG
t  vEGds ð14Þ
where XEGðXGÞ is the space X0GðXGÞ enriched with GFEM functions (13). The enriched global problem (14) can be solved on the
same global mesh used in the computation of the initial global solution u0G since GFEM functions (13) are defined using the
coarse scale partition of unity functions ua.
Extensive numerical and mathematical analysis presented in [13,28,31] demonstrate that the accuracy of uEG is close to
that provided by a direct simulation of the problem with cracks discretized in the global problem. This can be explained
by the fact that the local solution uL can approximate well the type of singularity at the crack front even though it may have
a large error due to inexact boundary conditions applied to the local problem [28]. This also explains why the GFEMgl is in
general much more accurate than the GL-FEM.
5. Solution of enriched global problem using a two-solver methodology
Global–local enrichments add only three degrees of freedom to a node of the global problem when solving a 3-D elasticity
problem, regardless of the number of degrees of freedom of the local problem (several thousands in general). Furthermore,
enrichments in the GFEM are hierarchical as demonstrated using (8). These two properties of the GFEMgl are explored in this
section. We show that the enriched global problem (14) can be solved by a non-intrusive interaction between Abaqus and a
GFEM code. In this section, all quantities are from the global problem and the subscript G is dropped.
The solution uE of the enriched global problem (14) belongs to XE(X) and therefore can be written as:
uE ¼ ~u0|{z}
coarse scaleðFEMÞ
þ ugl|{z}
crack scaleðGFEMÞ
¼ NEuE ¼ ½N0Ngl ~u
0
ugl
" #
ð15Þ
where N0 is a matrix with shape functions used in the coarse scale FEM discretization X0(X), Ngl has the GFEM shape func-
tions defined in (13), ~u0 are degrees of freedom associate with shape functions in N0 and ugl are degrees of freedom associ-
ated with (hierarchical) global–local enrichment functions in Ngl. Using this two-scale decomposition of the displacement
field, the strain–displacement matrix of the enriched global problem can be written as
BE ¼ L½N0Ngl ¼ ½B0Bgl ð16Þ
where
L ¼
@=@x 0 0
0 @=@y 0
0 0 @=@z
@=@y @=@x 0
0 @=@z @=@y
@=@z 0 @=@x
2666666664
3777777775
This leads to the following decomposition of the stiffness matrix and load vector of the enriched global problem
K0 K0;gl
Kgl;0 Kgl
" #
~u0
ugl
" #
¼ F
0
Fgl
" #
ð17Þ
where
K0 ¼
Z
XG
ðB0ÞTDB0dX
is the global stiffness matrix of the initial global problem (9). This matrix can be computed by a standard FE software like
Abaqus [1]. The matrix
K0;gl ¼ ðKgl;0ÞT ¼
Z
XL
ðB0ÞTDBgldX ð18Þ
represents the coupling between the initial global and crack (local) scale discretizations, and
Kgl ¼
Z
XL
ðBglÞTDBgldX ð19Þ
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represents the global stiffness associated with GFEM shape functions (13). The initial global problem stiffness matrix is
nested in the enriched global problem stiffness matrix since the GFEM shape functions (13) are hierarchically added to
the initial problem discretization. Since the dimension of ugl is, for practical problems, much smaller than the dimension
of ~u0, the system of Eq. (17) can be efficiently solved through static condensation [20] of the degrees of freedom ugl. This
process can be implemented non-intrusively using a commercial software like Abaqus [1] and a GFEM code. This two-solver
algorithm is described below.
5.1. Static condensation of global–local degrees of freedom
From the first equation in (17)
K0~u0 ¼ F0  K0;glugl
~u0 ¼ ðK0Þ1 F0  K0;glugl
h i
~u0 ¼ ðK0Þ1F0  ðK0Þ1K0;glugl
¼ u0  S0;glugl
where u0 is the solution vector of the initial global problem and
S0;gl ¼ ðK0Þ1K0;gl
K0 S0;gl|{z}
pseudo solutions
¼ K0;gl|ffl{zffl}
pseudo loads
: ð20Þ
The columns of matrix S0,gl represent pseudo solutions computed by the FEM software through forward and backward sub-
stitutions on K0, which has already been factorized when solving the (large) initial global problem. The number of pseudo
solutions is equal to the number of global–local enrichment degrees of freedom. Thus, the computation of S0,gl can be per-
formed by the FEM software at a low computational cost. The pseudo loads, K0,gl are computed by the GFEM software using
(18) and sent to the FEA software via, for example, data files. This process is illustrated in Fig. 3.
From the second equation in (17) and the above
Kglugl ¼ Fgl  Kgl;0~u0
Kglugl ¼ Fgl  Kgl;0 u0  S0;glugl
h i
Thus
Kgl  Kgl;0S0;gl
h i
|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}bK gl
ugl ¼ Fgl  Kgl;0u0|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}bF gl
The global–local degrees of freedom, ugl, can be computed from the solution of the following system of equations
bK glugl ¼ bF gl: ð21Þ
This small system can be solved by the GFEM software. All that it requires is the computation of matrix bK gl and right hand
side bF gl. These, in turn, can be computed using the pseudo solutions S0,gl provided by the FEM software. Note that bK gl is just
the Schur complement of K0.
Finally, the coarse scale degrees of freedom and the solution of the enriched global problem are given by
~u0 ¼ u0  S0;glugl ð22Þ
uE ¼ ~u0 þ ugl ¼ ½N0Ngl ~u
0
ugl
" #
ð23Þ
As demonstrated above, the computation of uE involves exchange of pseudo loads and pseudo solutions between GFEM
and FEA softwares. Fig. 3 illustrates the implementation of the algorithm using the FE software Abaqus and GFEM research
code ISET (Illinois Scientific and Engineering Toolkit). Some implementation details of this so-called two-solver methodology
are discussed next.
5.2. Two-solver algorithm
The implementation of the two-solver algorithm for the GFEMgl using static condensation can be summarized as follows:
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1. Solve the initial global problem using available FE software. Cracks are not discretized in this problem and coarse meshes
able to capture only the global behavior of the problem can be used;
2. Dump to a file the solution vector u0 computed in the previous step; convert it to the format used by the GFEM software;
3. Read u0 in GFEM code; create and solve local problem(s) (10) using the hp-GFEM [44]. A local problem discretization is
created fully automatically using the geometric description of the crack surface [44] and a copy of the global mesh close
to the crack (cf. Section 7.1 and Section A.1 of [13]);
4. Compute in the GFEM code and dump to a file pseudo-loads K0,gl defined in (18); convert them to the format used by the
FE software;
5. Read K0,gl in the FE code and compute pseudo-solutions S0,gl using (20); dump S0,gl to a file and convert them to the format
used by the GFEM software;
6. Read S0,gl in the GFEM code and compute the solution of the enriched global problem, uE, using (21)–(23).
The two-solver algorithm is illustrated in the flowchart shown in Fig. 4. It is clear from the above that the algorithm does
not require the introduction of any user subroutines in the FE software as it involves only the exchange of solution and load
vectors between two codes. Data file format conversion can be implemented using a stand-alone software. The above algo-
rithm can be used with most commercial FE software. In this paper, we adopted Abaqus [1]. A Tool Command Language (Tcl)
[35] script is used to orchestrate the whole process involving the two-solver methodology. Python [48] scripts are used to
control the execution of Abaqus and to convert data file formats. The GFEM code is executed using Tcl scripts. The entire
process is executed without user intervention.
The computation cost of a non-intrusive/two-solver implementation relative to an intrusive/single-solver one depends on
several factors. If the same method and the same solution algorithm are used in both cases, the intrusive one will be slightly
more efficient since it does not require writing and reading pseudo-loads and pseudo-solutions to and from data files. The
two-solver algorithm presented in this paper is based on static condensation of enrichment degrees of freedom while intru-
sive implementations of the G/XFEM in Abaqus are typically done through user element libraries. A comparison between the
computational cost of this static condensation algorithm and that of solving the global problem with cracks discretized with
the G/XFEM is presented in [31]. It was found in that study that if a single crack configuration is considered, the computa-
tional cost of the two approaches is close. However, when more than one configuration is considered, the static condensation
algorithm leads to considerable computational savings since the factorization of the global stiffness matrix of the un-cracked
structure can be recycled several times [31]. This is particularly advantageous in the simulation of crack propagation as
shown in [47].
   solution
Dump initial
Solve initial
   problem
Convert initial solution
      FEM −> GFEM
         quantities
Compute fine scale 
Convert Pseudo loads
     GFEM −> FEM
Convert Pseudo solutions
        FEM −> GFEM
Read initial
  solution
Compute and dump
      pseudo loads
Create and solve
 local problem(s)
Read Pseudo
       loads
Compute and dump
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   (Multiple RHS)
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 GFEM code
 FEM code
Compute  U 
g−l
Fig. 4. Flowchart of two-solver algorithm.
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6. Elements types in global and local discretizations
The proposed two-solver methodology is based on the GFEMgl and as such it allows one to use different element types in
global and local discretizations. Global elements used in Abaqus provide the partition of unity for the GFEMgl while local
solutions computed by the GFEM software provide enrichment functions. The main requirement on the local meshes is that
they are nested in the global one in order to facilitate the numerical integration of matrices (18) and (19) (see also Section 3.5
of [31]). It is even conceivable to use a different numerical method to solve the local problem.
In this paper, Abaqus global meshes use classical linear (TET4) or quadratic (TET10) elements. These elements provide the
partition of unity functions for the GFEMgl. Local meshes defined in the GFEM software use high-order elements with shape
functions defined as in (7) where a linear partition of unity (TET4) and polynomial enrichment functions are used. Thus,
when TET10 elements are used in the global problem, they are first converted to TET4 elements before using them in the
construction of local meshes.
Duarte et al. [14] have shown that quadratic GFEM elements with shape functions (7) are more computationally efficient
than classical TET10 elements. These element types are also studied in [60,61]. However, since in Abaqus we are limited to
classical finite elements, we adopt TET4 or TET10 elements for all global meshes. The performance of these two types of glo-
bal meshes in the context of the proposed two-solver GFEMgl is investigated in Section 7.
7. Numerical examples
We analyze several examples to verify the accuracy and demonstrate the versatility of the proposed two-solver method-
ology with GFEMgl. The solutions of three-dimensional fracture mechanics problems are compared with those available in
the literature and with solutions provided by the hp-GFEM presented in [31,44,45]. Abaqus [1] is used as the FEA software
and ISET (GFEM research code) is used as the GFEM software.
In all examples, coarse, uncracked, global meshes are used. A single local problem is defined for each crack in the domain.
Local problems are hp-adapted and enrichedwith both Heaviside andWestergaard singular functions [44,45]. The accuracy of
GFEMgl solutions are evaluated in terms of the strain energy norm and stress intensity factor extracted using the Cut-off Func-
tion Method (CFM) [43,58]. In order to quantify the error of the stress intensity factors (SIFs) extracted along a crack front, we
use a normalized discrete L2-norm of the difference between the computed SIF and the reference solution defined by
er ¼ keikL2
kbK ikL2 ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiXNext
j¼1 K
j
i  bK ji 	2
r
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiXNext
j¼1
bK ji 	2
r ð24Þ
where Next is the number of extraction points along the crack front, bKji and Kji are the reference and computed stress intensity
factor values for mode i at the crack front point j, respectively.
7.1. Edge crack
As a first example, a rectangular bar with a through-the-thickness crack is considered. The geometry of the domain and
boundary conditions for the problem are illustrated in Fig. 5a. The following geometrical and material parameters are
adopted: In-plane dimensions b = 2h = 4.0; domain thickness t = 1.0; crack size a = 1.0; Young’s modulus E = 200,000, Pois-
son’s ratio m = 0.30. The domain is loaded by a unity tensile traction T (cf. Fig. 5a).
The objectives of this example are to evaluate the effects of the size of the local problem domain on the enriched global
problem and to investigate the performance of global Abaqus discretizations with TET4 and TET10 elements.
The reference values for Mode I stress intensity factor at the center of the crack front, bKI , and strain energy, bU , are com-
puted using an hp-GFEM discretization with 405,324 degrees of freedom. In this study, we adopt bKI ¼ 3:0796 andbU ¼ 5:55154 105.
The global domain is discretized using a uniform mesh having 6  (5  5  2) tetrahedral elements as shown in Fig. 5b.
This mesh was generated by first creating a (5  5  2) structured mesh of hexahedral elements and then replacing each ele-
ment by six tetrahedral elements. Linear TET4 or quadratic TET10 elements are used in the global problem solved by Abaqus.
The hp-GFEM method used to solve local problems adopts linear TET4 elements as a partition of unity, regardless of the ele-
ment type used in the global problem as discussed in Section 6. Cubic polynomial GFEM shape functions are used in local
problems. They are built using quadratic enrichment functions as described in Section 3.
Two local problem domain sizes are used in the numerical experiments. They are defined as follows: Let Inlay¼1S denote
the indices of all clouds xb from the global mesh that intersect the crack surface S. These are also called seed nodes. Local
domain Xnlay¼1L containing one layer of elements around crack surface S is given by
Xnlay¼1L ¼
[
b2Inlay¼1
S
xb ð25Þ
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where the cloud xb is the union of (copy of) global elements sharing vertex node b; b 2 Inlay¼1S . Larger local domains con-
taining additional layers of elements around the crack surface are defined analogously:
Xnlay¼mL ¼
[
b2Inlay¼m
S
xb ð26Þ
where Inlay¼mS ;mP 2, denotes the indices of all clouds from the global mesh that intersect the local domain X
nlay¼m-1
L . Figs. 6
and 7 illustrate local domains Xnlay¼1L and X
nlay¼2
L , respectively, used in this problem.
The local elements intersecting the crack front are bisected until an acceptable level of mesh refinement is achieved (cf.
Figs. 6 and 7a). The ratio of element size to crack length (Le/a) for elements along the crack front is 0.025. The longest edge of
an element is used as a measure of its size. Spring boundary conditions provided by the initial global solution computed by
Abaqus are applied to the local problems. The spring stiffness is calculated using Eq. (12). The solution of the local problem is
used as enrichment functions for the enriched global problem as described in Section 4.3.
The various cases analyzed are presented in Table 1. Local problem domains (column 2) are defined in (25) and (26).
Enrichment zones used in the global problem (column 3) are defined by the indices of global nodes enriched with
(a) hp-adapted local discretization. (b) Contour of solution component in
y-direction for local problem on Ωnlay=1L .
Fig. 6. Local domain Xnlay¼1L used to compute a global–local enrichment function.
T
h
h
a
b
Z
Y
X
t
(a) Domain with an edge crack
and loaded by tension T.
(b) Global mesh used in Abaqus.
The crack is only shown for illustration.
It is not discretized in the global domain.
Fig. 5. Geometry and discretization of the problem domain for the through-the-thickness edge crack problem.
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global–local functions. ‘‘Global elem. type’’ denotes the type of element used in the global problem domain. The initial global
problem discretized with TET4 elements has 324 degrees of freedom (dofs) while the discretization with TET10 elements has
1815 dofs. ‘‘p-order’’ denotes the polynomial order of the shape functions used in the enriched global approximation. Dis-
cretizations 3 and 4 use, in addition to global–local functions, linear polynomial enrichments which lead to quadratic GFEM
shape functions. The polynomial enrichments are used in all global nodes. ‘‘Num. enrich.’’ denotes the number of global–
local, and polynomial enrichment functions in the case of discretizations 3 and 4, added to the global problem.
Table 2 presents the results for stress intensity factor KI and strain energy U for the discretizations defined in Table 1. The
relative error of stress intensity factor, er(KI), is computed at the center of the crack front, i.e., at z = t/2, using
erðKIÞ ¼ jKI 
bK IjbKI 100
where bKI ¼ 3:0796 is the reference value. The relative error in strain energy, er(U), is computed using
erðUÞ ¼ jU 
bU jbU 100
where bU ¼ 5:55154 105 is the reference value.
The relative error of stress intensity factor extracted from local solutions computed on the domains shown in Figs. 6 and 7
are 57.56% and 4.38%, respectively.
The data in Table 2 shows that Abaqus discretizations with linear shape functions lead to large errors in both strain en-
ergy and stress intensity factor. Increasing the local domain size and the number of nodes enriched with global–local func-
tions (Case 2) reduce the error but not to an acceptable level. If polynomial enrichments are used (Cases 3 and 4), there is a
dramatic reduction in the error of strain energy and stress intensity factor even when the small local problem domain,
(a) hp-adapted local discretization.
Fig. 7. Local domain Xnlay¼2L used to compute a global–local enrichment function.
Table 1
Parameters for discretizations used with edge crack problem.
Case Local dom. Enrich. zone Global elem. type p-order Num. enrich.
1 Xnlay¼1L I
nlay¼1
S
TET4 1 54
2 Xnlay¼2L I
nlay¼2
S
TET4 1 144
3 Xnlay¼1L I
nlay¼1
S
TET4 2 1026
4 Xnlay¼2L I
nlay¼2
S
TET4 2 1116
5 Xnlay¼1L I
nlay¼1
S
TET10 2 225
6 Xnlay¼2L I
nlay¼2
S
TET10 2 735
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Xnlay¼1L , is used. These discretizations, however, require the exchange of a large number of pseudo-loads and pseudo-solu-
tions between Abaqus and the GFEM code (1026 for Case 3 instead of 54 for Case 1 where no polynomial enrichments
are used). Discretizations 5 and 6 use TET10 elements in the global Abaqus mesh and are enriched with global–local func-
tions only. They deliver significantly lower error levels than Cases 1 and 2 while using fewer enrichments than Cases 3 and 4.
The above results show that there are at least three ways to improve the accuracy of the method, namely (i) take higher-
order elements in the global mesh, (ii) use polynomial enrichment functions at global nodes (in addition to global–local func-
tions) and (iii) increase the size of the local domain and enrichment zone in the global mesh. Improving the accuracy of the
local solution through mesh refinement and/or enrichment also improves the solution of the enriched global problem while
keeping the global problem at the same size [13,28].
The effectiveness and cost of strategies (i)-(iii) can be assessed from Tables 1 and 2. They show that option (ii) leads to a
lower error in stress intensity factor than option (i). However it leads to more degrees of freedom in the global problem.
Thus, for a two-solver implementation based on static condensation of enrichment degrees of freedom, option (i) is pre-
ferred. In the single-solver case, the polynomial enrichments can be used in the initial global problem and thus they do
not need to be condensed out. In this case option (ii) is more effective since it leads to a lower error in stress intensity factor
than option (i). Increasing the size of the local domains improves the quality of the local solution since it reduces the effect of
inexact boundary conditions applied to local problems. An a priori error estimate demonstrating this is presented in [28]. The
optimum size of the local domain can only be determined using a posteriori error measures. Our numerical experience
shows that in the case of linear elastic fracture problems in 3-D, the local domains should be selected such that the crack
front is not close to the local domain boundary. Since we are mainly interested in small cracks and coarse meshes in the
global problem, this condition is easily met.
7.2. Small surface crack
The second problem considered is a small half-penny surface-breaking crack as illustrated in Fig. 8a. This problem has
been analyzed by several researchers [49,50,62] using the finite element method. The curved crack front creates more pro-
nounced 3-D effects than in the previous example. The following geometrical and material parameters are adopted: In-plane
dimensions 2b = 2h = 2.0; domain thickness t = 1.0; crack radius r = 0.2; Young’s modulus E = 1.0, Poisson’s ratio m = 0.25. The
domain is loaded by a unity tensile traction T as illustrated in Fig. 8a.
Table 2
Stress intensity factor KI and strain energy for edge crack problem. Enriched global problem results.
Case ID KI U  105 er(KI) (%) er(U) (%)
1 2.244 5.114 27.143 7.8729
2 2.542 5.263 17.469 5.1999
3 3.024 5.508 1.8167 0.7856
4 3.085 5.544 0.1649 0.1362
5 2.885 5.348 6.3266 3.6659
6 3.089 5.546 0.2960 0.1006
T
h
h
r r
b b
tY
Z
X
(a) Domain with a small surface crack
and loaded by a tension T.
(b) Global mesh used in Abaqus. The crack
is not discretized in the global domain.
Fig. 8. Geometry and discretization of the problem domain for the small surface crack problem.
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The global domain is discretized with a uniform coarse mesh of 6  (10  11  4) TET4 or TET10 elements as shown in
Fig. 8b. This is a very coarse mesh with element sizes almost equal to the radius of the crack. The initial global problem dis-
cretized with TET4 elements has 1980 dofs while in the case of TET10 elements it has 13,041 dofs. These problems are solved
by Abaqus.
Two local problem domain sizes, Xnlay¼1L and X
nlay¼2
L are used in the numerical experiments. They are defined as in the
previous section. Figs. 9 and 10 show the meshes used in these domains. Cubic polynomial shape functions are used in local
problems. Local elements intersecting the crack front are bisected until an acceptable level of mesh refinement is achieved.
The ratio of element size to crack radius (Le/r) along the crack front is 0.0287. The von Mises stress in the local domains is
shown in Figs. 9b and 10b. The GFEMgl solution is computed following the two-solver methodology described in Section 5.
Quality of Extracted Stress Intensity factors Mode I stress intensity factor, KI, extracted along the crack front is normalized
using
KI ¼ KI
T
ffiffiffiffi
pr
Q
q ð27Þ
where Q is equal to 2.464 for a circular crack, T is the tensile stress and r is the radius of the crack. The reference values for KI
are taken from Walters et al. [62] and are used to compute erðKIÞ using Eq. (24). The relative error erðKIÞ of stress intensity
factors extracted from local solutions, uL, computed on the domains shown in Figs. 9 and 10 are 8.718% and 4.709%, respec-
tively. This is the error of a standard global–local analysis (GL-FEM).
Table 3 lists the parameters for the various discretizations considered and the relative error erðKIÞ in the enriched global
problem. It can be observed from the results that the error in KI is substantial for Abaqus discretizations with linear shape
Fig. 9. Local problem domain Xnlay¼1L used to compute global–local enrichment functions.
Fig. 10. Local problem domain Xnlay¼2L used to compute global–local enrichment functions.
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functions (Cases 1,2 and 3). Increasing the local domain size and the number of nodes enriched with global–local functions
reduce the error but not to an acceptable level. It can be noted from Cases 4–6 that the quality of KI is greatly improved when
linear polynomial enrichment functions are also used along with global–local enrichment functions. However, the number of
enrichment functions increase significantly. A high level of accuracy in KI can also be achieved by using TET10 elements in
the global Abaqus mesh (Cases 7–9). The error in KI is comparable with those from Cases 4–6 while using significantly fewer
enrichments.
Fig. 11a and b present the normalized KI extracted along the crack front using discretizations 1–3 and 4–6, respectively.
The position along the crack front is defined by the polar angle /where / = 0 and / = p/2 correspond to a vertex of the crack
front and the center of the crack front, respectively. It can be noted from Fig. 11b that the quality of KI is greatly improved
when linear polynomial enrichment functions are also used along with global–local enrichments. Fig. 12 shows the results
for cases with TET10 elements in the global Abaqus mesh. It can be observed that enriching two layers of global nodes
around the crack leads to a very good matching with the reference solution along the entire crack front. This demonstrates
the versatility of the proposed two-solver methodology where different types of elements can be used in global and local
problems and convergence studies can be performed by changing the size of the enrichment zone while not requiring
any modifications to the global mesh used by Abaqus.
7.3. Interacting cracks
In this section the problem of two interacting cracks in a strip is analyzed. The problem is illustrated in Fig. 13. The gen-
eral plane elastic problem of an infinite strip containing multiple cracks perpendicular to its boundary was analyzed by Civ-
elek and Erdogan [9]. They showed that for the configuration shown in Fig. 13, the interaction between the cracks produces a
nonzero mode-two stress intensity factor, KII. This leads to the propagation of the cracks away from each other. This effect
becomes more significant as the distance between the cracks decreases [9]. This problem was also analyzed by Kim et al.
[30]. In this section, we investigate how well the two-solver GFEMgl methodology and the classical GL-FEM can capture
the interactions between the cracks as the distance between them decreases.
The material and geometrical parameters adopted are as follows: Young’s modulus E = 200,000; Poisson’s ratio m = 0.0; in-
plane dimensions H = 10.0, V = 198.0; domain thickness t = 1.0; cracks of size 2l = 4.0; magnitude of vertical traction
ty = 100.0. Since the vertical dimension is about twenty times larger than the horizontal dimension, we can assume that
the solution on this finite domain is close to the case of an infinite strip. Poisson’s ratio is set to zero in order to minimize
three-dimensional effects. This enables us to use Civelek and Erdogan’s 2-D solution presented in [9] as a reference. The glo-
bal domain is discretized with a uniform coarse mesh of 6  (10  220  1) TET10 elements. This mesh is quite coarse and
has only one layer of elements in the out-of-plane direction. The initial global problem has 83,349 dofs and is solved by
Abaqus.
The SIFs are extracted using the cut-off function method [42,43,58] and normalized as in [9] using
kI ðIIÞ ¼ KI ðIIÞ
ty
ffiffiffiffiffi
pl
p ð28Þ
where kI (II) denotes the normalized mode I (II) SIF, KI (II) denotes the computed mode I (II) SIF, ty is the traction applied at
y = ±V/2, and 2 l is the crack length. The SIFs are extracted at the center of the crack front.
Two local problems are created, one for each crack as illustrated in Fig. 14. Each local domain is defined using two layers
of global elements around the crack, i.e., local domain size is Xnlay¼2L . Local meshes with cubic shape functions are refined in
the neighborhood of crack fronts as shown in Fig. 14. For the GL-FEM, the stress intensity factors are extracted from local
solutions. Since no cracks are discretized in the initial global problem and the local problems are solved independently, they
cannot capture the interactions between cracks. In the GFEMgl, each local solution is used to enrich 273 nodes in the global
Table 3
Parameters and error in KI for enriched global discretizations used with the surface crack problem.
Case Local dom. Enrich. zone Global elem. type p-Order Num. enrich. erðKIÞ ð%Þ
1 Xnlay¼1L I
nlay¼1
S
TET4 1 36 17.7788
2 Xnlay¼2L I
nlay¼1
S
TET4 1 36 17.3540
3 Xnlay¼2L I
nlay¼2
S
TET4 1 180 14.8951
4 Xnlay¼1L I
nlay¼1
S
TET4 2 5976 1.3355
5 Xnlay¼2L I
nlay¼1
S
TET4 2 5976 1.2214
6 Xnlay¼2L I
nlay¼2
S
TET4 2 6120 0.5287
7 Xnlay¼1L I
nlay¼1
S
TET10 2 135 3.0459
8 Xnlay¼2L I
nlay¼1
S
TET10 2 135 2.9913
9 Xnlay¼2L I
nlay¼2
S
TET10 2 945 0.5941
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Fig. 12. Mode I stress intensity factor KI for surface crack problem solved with TET10 elements in the global Abaqus mesh.
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Fig. 11. Mode I stress intensity factor KI for surface crack problem solved with TET4 elements in the global problem. (a) Only global–local enrichments are
used. (b) Linear polynomial enrichment functions are used along with global–local enrichment functions.
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mesh. This leads to a total of 1638 enrichments in the enriched global problemwhich is about 2% of the number of dofs of the
initial global problem.
Table 4 lists the computed (normalized) mode I and II SIFs (kI and kII) extracted from GL-FEM and two-solver GFEMgl solu-
tions. The reference values from Civelek and Erdogan [9] are also listed. Fig. 15 plots the data from the table. The two-solver
GFEMgl can capture very well the interactions between the cracks while the GL-FEM results are quite poor. For the case
where maximum interaction between the cracks is present, i.e., for B/H = 0.2, the relative error of kI extracted from the
GFEMgl solution is 0.83%, whereas the error is 31.35% in the case of the GL-FEM. A similar trend can be seen for other values
of B/H. Mode II SIFs computed by both methods are not as accurate as the case of mode I SIFs. This can be attributed to the
fact that for this problem kII is much smaller than kI and hence it cannot be computed as accurately as kI using either method
unless finer meshes are used. The boundary conditions used at local problems are independent of B/H since they come from a
global problem without cracks. This explains why the value of kI extracted from the GL-FEM solution is independent of B/H.
Fig. 13. Description of a problem with two interacting cracks.
Fig. 14. Shaded areas represent the local problem domain for B/H = 0.2. hp-GFEM discretizations used to solve the local problems are also shown in the
figure.
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In contrast, the GFEMgl solution accounts for the crack interactions. The cracks are discretized in the enriched global problem
though the global–local enrichments and thus their interactions are properly captured.
The interactions between the cracks increase as B/H decreases. This, as shown above, cannot be captured by the GL-FEM.
In the case of the GFEMgl the interactions can be captured but if B/H is very small, the local domains will overlap. This poses
Table 4
Mode I and II stress intensity factors for the problem shown in Fig. 13. Cracks are not discretized in the global problem solved by Abaqus. Abbreviations nDOFs,
IG, L and EG in the table represent the number of degrees of freedom, initial global, local and enriched global problems, respectively.
B/H nDOFs (IG) nDOFs (L) nDOFs (EG) Normalized Mode I SIF Normalized Mode II SIF
GL-FEM GFEMgl Ref. GL-FEM GFEMgl Ref.
0.2 83,349 9120 84,987 0.6693 0.9668 0.9749 0.0083 0.0436 0.0656
0.3 83,349 9840 84,987 0.6693 1.0402 1.0437 0.0062 0.0211 0.0330
0.4 83,349 9840 84,987 0.6693 1.0818 1.0839 0.0008 0.0095 0.0155
1.0 83,349 9120 84,987 0.6693 1.0904 1.1096
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Fig. 15. Analysis of interacting cracks in a strip. The global problem is solved with TET10 elements in Abaqus.
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Fig. 16. Geometry of the plane stiffened panel.
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no difficulty to compute global–local enrichments since the local problems are solved independently. However, if a finite
element from the global problem is enriched with solutions from different local problems, their meshes should be the same
over this global element. This allows the numerical integration of the stiffness matrix of this element using either one of the
local meshes. Further details about his issue and a simple algorithm to guarantee compatibility of local meshes are presented
in [33]. Another option to handle the case of small B/H is to defined a single local problem containing both cracks.
Fig. 17. Boundary conditions and discretization of the global problem solved by Abaqus.
X
Z
r = 2 mm
Fig. 18. Description of the stiffened panel subjected to uni-directional tension with a half-penny surface crack near the center of the panel. The panel is
fixed at the top edge and subjected to uniform tractions in the positive x-direction at the bottom edge.
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7.4. Stiffened panel
The problem considered in this section is motivated by case studies in structural integrity assessment of aeronautical
structures [63]. The goal of this study is to find the stress intensity factors for a small crack in a plane one-bay stiffened panel
subjected to a 10 MPa uni-directional tension. The geometry and material properties are adopted from [63]. The panel is a
600 mm  600 mm  3 mm square sheet stiffened by four beams with a 20 mm  20 mm square section (cf. Fig. 16). The
panel is made of aluminum: Young’s modulus E = 72,000 MPa and Poisson’s ratio m = 0.33. The stiffeners are made of steel:
Young’s modulus E = 210,000 MPa and Poisson’s ratio m = 0.3.
A half-penny surface crack is inserted as illustrated in Fig. 18. The crack radius is 2 mm which is 1/300 of the panel size.
The crack is almost at the center of the panel. The coordinates of the crack ends are (2, 0, 4.5) and (2, 0, 0.5). The panel is
discretized using TET10 elements as shown in the Fig. 17.
A local problem for the crack was created with local domain size Xnlay¼2L . Fig. 19 shows the mesh and solution for the local
problem. Cubic shape functions are used in the local problem. Enrichment zone size of Inlay¼2S is used in the global problem.
This leads to the enrichment of 147 global nodes which is a small number considering that the global mesh has 291,275
nodes. The hp-GFEM solution of this problem is not available. To calculate SIF’s accurately using hp-GFEM, we need to refine
the global mesh such that elements around the crack front are small enough. If the global hp-GFEM problem adopts the same
Le/a ratio as that used in local problem, the ratio of element size to plate dimension will be about 1/15,000. This, together
with polynomial enrichments, lead to an ill-conditioned global stiffness matrix and unreliable results.
Fig. 20 shows the stress intensity factor KI extracted from the local problem and the enriched global problem. We can
observe that the shape of the SIF curves is quite similar but the curve for the enriched global problem is shifted up.
8. Conclusions
In this paper, we proposed an algorithm for the implementation of the Generalized Finite Element Method with
global–local enrichment functions (GFEMgl) using a commercial FEA software and a GFEM software. The implementation
(a) hp-adapted local problem for
half-penny surface crack
(b) Contour of solution for local
problem showing crack opening.
Fig. 19. Local problem domain Xnlay¼2L used to compute global–local enrichment functions for a half-penny surface crack.
Fig. 20. Mode I stress intensity factor KI for stiffened panel solved with TET10 elements in the global problem. The insert in thefigure shows the crack
surface and TET10 elements from the global mesh.
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is non-intrusive, i.e., the closed-source commercial software is not modified. It relies on exchanges of pseudo-load and pseu-
do-solution vectors between two solvers. Virtually all structural solvers can efficiently deal with multiple loads cases, as this
is a common situation in practice. The implementation is thus considerably simpler than those based on user element
libraries [25,26,36,53,54,64,65], a feature not available in all structural analysis solvers. From the user stand point, the pro-
posed two-solver algorithm is also more convenient than those based on user elements. It can use FE models of un-cracked
global problems without any modifications. This is in contrast with approaches based on user element. In this case, prior to
each analysis, the user must change element types in portions of the global model. This must be done for each separate anal-
ysis case or crack configuration.
The present method can also be applied to the simulation of propagating cracks. In this case, the enriched global solution
from propagation step k provides boundary conditions for the local problem at step k + 1. The solution of this problem is used
as global–local enrichments at step k + 1. One added benefit of solving a crack propagation problem using this algorithm is
that the global problem need not be solved from scratch at every propagation step since the stiffness matrix of the uncracked
global model can be recycled at every crack propagation step. We plan to explore these ideas in combination with the non-
intrusive two-solver algorithm presented in this paper. Extensions to nonlinear problems are also conceivable. The GFEMgl
has been formulated for nonlinear problem in [29,32]. The case of cohesive cracks is currently under investigation by our
research group.
The proposed methodology is demonstrated in this paper using Abaqus [1] and the hp adaptive GFEM software ISET. In
this case, data transfer between the two softwares is performed by Python scripts and simple data format converters. We
present the main algorithm for solving 3-D fracture mechanics problems; the interaction of Python scripts with the FEA
and GFEM softwares and the output for post-processing. The versatility and accuracy of the methodology are investigated
through several 3-D fracture mechanics examples. Other features of the proposed method and conclusions from the results
presented here are listed below.
1. Phenomena involving more than one scale of interest like small cracks in large structures, can be captured in structural
scale FEM meshes using existing FEA software. In the examples presented in Section 7, the elements of the global mesh
are about the same size as the cracks;
2. The proposed algorithm allows easy transition of multiscale and adaptive mesh refinement/enrichment capabilities of the
GFEMgl to virtually any FEA package. In this paper this is demonstrated with Abaqus. Other FEA softwares can be used as
well;
3. The extraction of local problems from global models do not require user intervention. Local meshes are automatically
refined and enriched with polynomials as well as functions able to represent cracks that cut elements in the mesh. This
removes the need of creating 3-D meshes fitting crack surfaces;
4. The accuracy of quantities of interest is not deteriorated when using the proposed algorithm. The method delivers error
levels comparable with standard hp-FEM approximations which are known to be very effective for problems exhibiting
singularities.
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